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We calculate the contributions to the exotic exchange reaction ~ P -K' Y* (1385) in which
the reaction 7t p -K* A feeds the 7t A final-state interaction. The calculation contains no
parameters. The final-state-interaction contribution can by itself account for the current
data on the cross section and for the observed destructive interference between the X* and .

Y* (1385) bands in the associated Dalitz plot in the final state X+m. A.

I. INTRODUCTION

Forward scattering in two-body and quasi-two-
body meson-baryon reactions may usefully be cat-
egorized by the corresponding t-channel charge
and hypercharge. When the exchanged quantum
numbers are exotic, i.e., do not correspond to a
possible quark-antiquark state, the absence of ob-
served exotic meson resonances forces the phe-
nomenologist to try to explain the process in terms
of multiple nonexotic exchanges.

Many calculations have been made of exotic-ex-
change-reaction amplitudes. ' ' They have all been
multiple-scattering calculations in the sense that
the exotic exchange is constructed from an itera-
tion of amplitudes without exotic exchange connect-
ed by on-mass-shell two-body or quasi-two-body
intermediate states. Because of uncertainties in
the many nonexotic exchanged amplitudes involved,

however, these calculations have been presented
only as order-of-magnitude estimates of the differ-
ential cross sections and of the energy dependence.

When one of the final particles in an exotic-ex-
change reaction is unstable, we have the possibili-
ty that the last particle exchanged in the reaction
is on its mass shell. An example of such a pro-
cess occurs in the reaction

w P K'Y* (1385)-K'(Am ) .

One multiple-exchange contribution to this reaction
comes about when the nonexotic exchange reaction

7t p-K~'A

is followed by a second nonexotic exchange reac-
tion

K* A-K+Y* (1385)
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in which a physical pion is exchanged. Such a pro-
cess in which a physical particle is exchanged in
the final step is traditionally called a "final-state-
interaction" process. Final-state-interaction con-
tributions have not previously been calculated in
treatments of exotic exchange processes.

In this paper we examine, as an example, the
final-state contributions to (1.1). We obtain a
cross section which is the same order of magni-
tude as that which is observed for exotic exchange
processes such as

in which final-state-interaction effects do not con-
tribute. It appears, therefore, that final-state-
interaction effects must be taken into account in

any serious treatment of exotic exchange processes
going to quasi-two-body final states. We find,
furthermore, that the final-state-interaction con-
tribution gives rise to some distinctive interfer-
ence phenomena' between the K*' and Y* (1385)
bands in the. final state of the reaction

(1.2)

when the final K' is restricted to be going forward.
Effects of this kind and of the predicted size are
observed in the data' ' for reaction (1.2).

In the final-state-interaction approach, we be-
gin with a model of the "bare" amplitude for the
reaction (1.2) which does.not incorporate the ef-
fects of the final-state mA interaction. When the
K' is produced forward, it is assumed that the
bare amplitude is identical to the physical ampli-
tude except that the Y* (1385) Breit-Wigner term
is absent. For intermediate energies the Dalitz
plot for reaction (1.2) is dominated by the K*(890)
and K*(1420) resonance bands, both of which over-
lap the position of the Y* .

Physically, the fact that the K* and Y* bands
overlap means that a n from a K* decay can have
a c.m. energy in the mA system appropriate to the

When the mA pair is in a relative 4 =2' angu-
lar momentum state, they will, therefore, under-
go resonant scattering. The scattering will, of
course, preserve the energy in the mA c.m. frame,
but the direction of the n and, hence, the mK sub-
energy can change. The result is that, at the posi-
tion of the 1'* (1385), the final-state interaction
scatters events out of the K* regions into the re-
mainder of the Y* band with no change in the total
number of events in this interval of wA mass.

We examine the currently available data' ' on
reaction (1.2) for evidence of the final-state-inter-
action mechanism. At 4.5 GeV/c, no significant
Y* (1385) peak is observed until the contributions

p P-K„*A,

K„*'A-K'I'* (1385),

(1.3)

(1.4)

where n = 1, 2 refer respectively to the K*(890) and
the K*(1420). It may be (as crude estimates sug-
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FIG. 1. The Dalitz plot of x p K+7l A at beam mo-
mentum 4.5 GeV/c, taken from Crennell et a/. , Ref. 7.
Also shown are the projections on si ——

7l K+ (GeV2) and
sA =7l A (GeV2). The shaded portion of the sA projection
consists of those events not in the K* bands.

of the K* bands are removed. (See Fig. 1, taken
from Ref. 7.) Within the admittedly severe limita-
tions of the statistics, it appears that the K* and
Y* bands interfere destructively in such a way that
there are holes in the K* bands which compensate
for the events in the Y* mass peak seen outside of
the overlap regions. This is a distinctive predic-
tion of the final-state-interaction model. Since we

find that the predicted magnitude of the interfer-
ence effect appears to be in accord with experi-
ment, we suggest further testing and refinement
of this approach as improved data become avail-
able, as well as applications to other quasi-two-
body processes where it may be appropriate.

The contribution to exotic exchange amplitudes
considered in this model may prove to have an
analogous role to the one-pion-exchange contribu-
tion to some nonexotic exchange amplitudes —a
useful reference point for attempts at more com-
prehensive calculations. In fact, from one point
of view, we are looking at one-pion exchange in a
new setting. In the approximation of K* dominance
of the Dalitz plot before rescattering, our final-
state-interaction model is mathematically equiva-
lent to a component of a multiple-scattering mod-
el in which reaction (1.1) proceeds dominantly as
a result of two successive nonexotic-exchange for-
ward- scattering amplitudes:
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gest) that this sequence dominates other possible
contributions to (1.1), with the result that the data
display the interference characteristics of a final-
state interaction because the amplitude for reac-
tion (1.4} contains a strong "exchanged" pion pole
in the physical region. The pole residue may, of
course, be calculated from the experimental K*
and Y* decay widths, and if we keep only the on-
mass-shell part of this pole term, we recover the
final-state-interaction model. In our detailed
presentation, we show explicitly that our results
are not sensitive to unknown phases and helicity
structure of reactions (1.3) since, because of the
small mass of the pion, these complications ap-
proximately factor out.

In Sec. II we will review the experimental data
on reaction (1.1) and the relationship of our model
to the previous model calculations which have been
made. In Sec. III we will present a systematic de-
velopment of the final- state-interaction calculation
and compare its predictions with the data at 4.5
GeV/c. Our results are presented so that the
predictions of the model at other energies may
easily be calculated as the data become available.
In Sec. IV we detail an argument based on duality
whose results are used in Sec. III to fix the rela-
tive phase of the two K* production amplitudes.
The relationship between our calculation and the
general topic of dual models is also discussed.
Finally, in Sec. V, we present our conclusions.

ure 3 shows the energy-dependence reaction (1.1)
and, for comparison, that of the forward differen-
tial cross section for the reaction"

(2.1)

which has no final-state-interaction contributions
of the type considered here.

As we see, information on reaction (1.1) is se-
verely limited because of its small cross section.
As is the case with all exotic-exchange reactions,
efforts to study the t-channel exchange mechanism
must make compromises between ensuring that
the energy is high enough so that the asymptotic
mechanism is dominant and having the energy low
enough so that the number of events allows statis-
tically significant inferences to be made. The data
which currently best meet these twin criteria for
reaction (1.1}are the 1226-event sample on reac-
tion (1.2) from a, w P bubble-chamber exposure at
a beam momentum of 4.5.GeV/c, s = 9.3 GeV'. '
The Dalitz plot for this final state is shown in Fig.
1. For most of our discussion, we will concen-
trate on an explanation of the distribution of those
events in this Dalitz plot associated with a forward
z+.

The main feature of Fig. 1 is the presence of
two prominent K* resonance bands, the K*(890)

I I I

II. EXOTIC EXCHANGE: THE EXPERIMENTAL

SITUATION AND THEORETICAL OUTLOOK IOOO—

w-p K+ Y+

w p K+X

Figure 2 shows the angular distribution of reac-
tion (1.1) at the various energies at which it has
been studied. ' ' At high energy, we see that the
exotic forward peak dominates the allowed back-
ward peak associated with baryon exchange. Fig-
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FIG. 2. The angular distribution for ~ p K+ Y* at
the beam momenta 2, 3, 4, and 4.5 GeV/c. Already,
at intermediate energy, we see the exotic forward peak
dominates the allowed backward peak. (Taken from Ref.
7).
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FIG. 3. The energy dependence of the forward peak in
x p K+Y* compared with that of n p K+X . (Data
on m' p K+X taken from summary in Ref. 1).
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and the K*(1420), containing approximately —,
' of

the total number of events. At this energy, both
K~ bands overlap the position of the Y* (1385),
and we will exploit this fact in our discussion be-
low. This limits the range of lab energies at which
our derivation is valid to the range at which this
overlap takes place, an interval in beam momen-
tum from 3.8 to 8.5 GeV/c. We discuss how to
apply some of the same physical ideas at energies
outside this range in Sec. III, but the confrontation
with experiment becomes less direct. Within the .
range of energies where the overlap takes place,
our calculation is very straightforward and in-
volves no arbitrary parameters.

The calculation described in this paper falls
within the general approach in which exotic ex-
change occurs as a result of multiple nonexotic
exchanges. Other calculations of exotic exchange
have been presented, based on Feynman diagrams'
or the Reggeized absorption model. ' '

All these calculations are mathematically simi-
lar to the calculation we describe here with one
important difference. They have been designed

for reactions with two stable particles in the final
state, such as (2.1). Our approach, on the other
hand, has been specifically constructed to deal
with resonances in three-body final states.

We believe that certain features of the exotic ex-
change mechanism become more transparent when
we consider more than two particles in the final
state and that studying exotic exchange in these sit-
uations can, therefore, be very interesting.

Extracting quasi-two-body reactions from data
on three-particle final states for the purpose of
studying exotic exchange has been thought ambi-
guous because kinematic reflections can cause cer-
tain broad mass enhancements. ' These data do
not suffer from that defect. The Dalitz plot of Fig.
1 shows no evidence for any sort of kinematic en-
hancement. In the region excluding the K* bands,
the background under the narrow Y* signal is,
within statistics, quite flat. ' However, it may be
of interest that the final-state-interaction effect
can be calculated in the presence of a sizable ki-
nematic reflection, as we shall show later.

III. THE FINAL-STATE-INTERACTION PRESCRIPTION FOR m p E'Y* (1385)

In this section we present our final-state-interaction calculation and discuss its physical implications.
The calculation. The diagram corresponding to the final-state-interaction model for reaction (1.2) is

shown in Fig. 4(a). In this diagram, all straight lines represent the momenta of physical, on-mass-shell
particles. ' The two terms inside the brackets represent the disconnected and connected parts of the m A
S matrix. To the extent that this S matrix satisfies elastic two-body unitarity, we are guaranteed that the
final-state-interaction prescription will conserve the total number of events in a given region of w A mass.

The amplitude external to the brackets is, in this formulation, treated as a source of the m flux onto
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FIG. 4. (a) Diagramatic representation of the final-state-interaction model for x p K x A. When the K is forward
in the c.m. frame, the full amplitude is represented by a "bare" amplitude without the Y Breit-Wigner term in the
mA subenergy postmultiplied by the xA scattering matrix. In the approximation that we go to the Y* pole in the xA con-
nected part and assume that the "bare" amplitude is dominated by K*production, we obtain the double-scattering de-
scription shown in (b). In the rescattering contribution, the K 's, A, and x are all on their mass shells.
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the A which the final-state-interaction rescatters from the original direction. ' "'" The separation im-
plied by Fig. 4(a) is useful only to the extent that we can, in some way, determine this first term, i.e.,
the form of the amplitude in the absence of a final-state interaction. In this section we will make the as-
sumption that the first term contains no exchange in the exotic t«channel and, therefore, when the K is
produced forward, no Y*(1385)pole in the» A channel. When we compare our model with the data of Ref.
7, we will discuss the evidence for this assumption.

The equation corresponding to Fig. 4(a) is

(i) 2
~ 1 1

(s& s»i sos 6»& p»& p)™y y (sp s»p spy 0»p tp»p p)+, dD, »„M z „(sz, 0, cp; 8, y )f i f i 8n f
P

(3.1)M&y, (s, s», sp, », 9», 9 ).(i) r I

Here X;, p, , and A& are helicity indices for the initial, intermediate, and final states; s»=(P„+P») and

sA -=(P, +PA) are the Dalitz-plot invariants, and q, is the magnitude of the pion three-momentum in the wA

c.m. frame. The angles I9~ and yE refer to K' production in the over-all c.m. frame and 9 and y are the
m angles in the mA helicity frame. Primed symbols refer to the intermediate state when the variables
they represent have values different from those in the final state.

Figure 4(b) indicates symbolically the approximations we now make to Eq. (3.1).
(1) We approximate the amplitude M" by a J = —,

"Breit-Wigner function at the position of the Y*(1385).
In the limit that the A momentum in the nA c.m. frame is small compared to its value in the over-all c.m.
frame, its helicity structure can be approximated by

2q 'q„5yf~+s 0' ' q xq yfp (3.2)

where the cr's are the Pauli matrices, xr =(Mr' —sA)/M„I'„; and b,A
= 0.9 is the wA branching fraction of

the Y (1385). The directions of the unit three-vectors q„and q, in Eq. (3.2) are shown in Fig. 5.
(2) To do the integration over cos6' in (3.1), we use the relation

s~ =M~'+ME'+ 2E EE+ 2q, q~ cos0' (3.3)

(where the energies and momenta are evaluated in the mA c.m. frame) and take advantage of the fact that
the Dalitz plot, Fig. 1, indicates that the dependence of the amplitude M ' on s~ will be dominated by the
X*(890) and K*(1420) Breit-Wigner terms. We therefore approximate M '~ by

1/2
M~g'~g (s, s, sA, 8», cp», (p) =— 4p " M~ q q (s, 8*„)e' ~ " ' ~"Y„"((a)„,0)/(x„—i).

3q I'„ f n
(3.4)

Here n= 1, 2 refers to the K*(890) and the K*(1420), respectively. 8„*, p„*, and A.„are the K„* production
angles and helicity; b„ is the nK branching fraction, while x„=(m„—s»)/m„I'„. The angle ~„which appears

in the spherical harmonic is the K' angle in the
2 K„* helicity frame and is related to sA by

2E(.)E(.) (3.5)

FIG. 5. Directions of the intermediate (q') and final
(q„) pion momenta in the mA frame. The K+ momentum
is along the negative z axis, and the x axis is chosen
so that the final pion momentum has azimuthal angle
equal to zero.

(3) The contribution of the Breit-Wigner terms
in (3.4) to the integral over cos8' can be divided
into two parts. In the narrow-resonance limit,
only the imaginary parts contribute, giving the
"on-mass-shell" term which, for our purposes,
can be approximated by a 5 function in cos0'. The
real part contributes a term to the principal-value
portion of the integral which will be small when,
at the position of the Y*, the K* resonance band
is a few half-widths away from the Dalitz-plot
boundary. Requiring both the K* resonances to
be well within the physical region limits the range
of beam momentum in which our procedure is
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valid without modification from 3.8 to 8.5 GeV/c.
(4) In order to do the integration over y' in (3.1), we note that in the over-all c.m. system, when sA

=-I&', varying y' corresponds to rotating the intermediate K* direction around the final K direction on a
cone whose opening angle is very small because of the small pion mass. The value of the cosine of this
opening angle as a function of s is shown in Fig. 6. The effect of the rp' integration, then, is to "smear"
cos8* and y* in a small region around cos8~ and y~, respectively. Neglecting this smearing allows us to
factor out the K* production amplitudes so that the result of the integrations in (3.1) becomes particularly
simple.

Choosing the x axis in the mA helicity system so that cp=0, we get

M»» (s s, s» S») ) 4=) " ) . — ",[2sss)il»„—is'»s sis)])f ~
7 Sq„I"„ X„—2 Xr —2j fP

ft, X', p

In this equation

wm „F„cos8„b,A
2q jf qx

xM„"„~,(s, B~)e' x "~ ) "&Y"~((u) 0). (3.6)

(3.7)

where cose„ is obtained from (3.3) by setting s~=m„'. Values of the d„are given as functions of s in Fig.
7. The d„ fall off asymptotically as 1js, but it is obvious from Fig. 7 that we are not in the asymptotic re-
gion at s = 9.3 GeV'. Equations (3.6) and (3.7) are the main results of the final-state-interaction model for
this reaction. We will compare their predictions directly with data later in this section. At this point,
however, it is instructive to take an illustrative digression into the physics of the calculation.

The constraint of Probability conservation To under. stand more directly how the values of d„have been
fixed by the unitarity of the mA S matrix, consider, as a simple example, a situation where we can neglect
the contribution of the K*(1420) term in (3.6). Squaring the n = 1 term, summing over final A helicities,
averaging over initial helicities, and imposing parity conservation the differential cross section is found

to be proportional to

1 (d,)'(1+3cos'0) 4d, cos0(x„x,+1)

f

(3.8)
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We can now see that the terms in the brackets which depend on d, serve to rescatter events from inside
the K* resonance band to outside it. Taking x„=0 in (3.8) and using the relation

29'~~a
x~ = {cos8~—cos8),

1 1
(3.9)

where cos8, is the value of cos8 in (3.3) when sr ——m, ', the condition that the number of events be the same
as in the absence of rescattering is

d(cosH)
~

d, '(1+ 3 cos'8)—,', ) =0 .4d, cos8
2q, q» m, l', ' cos8, —cos8 '+1 (3.10)

Again, in the narrow-resonance limit, when cosj9y
is displaced from the boundary, it is a good ap-
proximation to replace the second term in the inte-
gral by a 5 function. The nontrivial solution to
(3.10) is then given by

pm~i icos~~
2g ~Q'g

(3.11)

which is just the same as the result (3.7} except
that we have neglected the inelasticity of the Y*

resonance and set b„A= 1.
What has happened here is that the interference

term between the K* and Y* Breit-Wigner terms
is negative and causes a dip in the K* band which
just compensates in projection for the events scat-
tered into the rest of the Y* band. This qualitative
prediction of the model seems to be realized in the
data. Notice in the Dalitz plot of Fig. 1 that there
is some indication of the destructive interference
predicted by (3.6) at the intersection of the K*
bands with the Y* and that there is no significant
Y* enhancement in the projection of the total Dalitz
plot.

The relative Phase and coherence of the K*Pro-
duction amjlitude. In order to apply our model to
the data, we have to have some recipe for the co-
herence and relative phase of the two K* produc-
tion amplitudes in (3.6). If the K* production
mechanism involves K exchange, the contributions
will be coherent and the relative phase of the
K*(890) and K*(1420) Breit-Wigner terms in (3.6)
at the intersection with the Y* should be essential-
ly the same as in backward m

K' elastic scatter-
ing where they are of opposite sign by virtue of
their opposite parities. In Sec. IV we will give
arguments based on duality to show that this can
be expected to be true also for the K* exchange
contribution to the production amplitudes. Note
that since d, and d, are of opposite sign at s = 9.3
GeV' (see Fig. 7), this is precisely the phase that
maximizes the number of events scattered out of
the K* bands at this energy. Using (3.6) and (3.7)
at the energy of Crennel et al. ,

' we predict a de-
pletion factor for the K* bands of about 0.58, due

to the final-state interaction. (At s near 11.5
GeV', d, goes through zero and changes sign, and
its contribution begins to interfere destructively
with the term proportional to d, .)

Confronting the Dalitz Plot. The final problem
in comparing the model with data is to determine
the population of the K* bands in the absence of
any final-state interaction. Since the Y* band in-
tersects the K*'s near the edge of the Dalitz plot,
an extrapolation of the K*-band population in this
region is subject to end-effect uncertainties. How-
ever, our assumption that there was no Y* en-
hancement associated with forward K' in the total
wA mass distribution and tQe property of the final-
state interaction that it conserves the number of
events in a given region of nA mass allows us to
circumvent this extrapolation. The procedure is
as follows:

(1} After selecting events with forward K", we
determine the shape of the total mA mass distribu-
tion in the region of the Y*.

(2) We fit the vA mass distribution for events
outside the K* bands on either side of the Y* and
thus obtain an estimate for the background under

(3} All events above background are assumed to
have been originally in one of the K* bands. In
this way, we obtain the sA projection of the K*
events in the absence of a final-state interaction.

(4) The final-state interaction results in a Breit-
Wigner-shaped hole in the projection of the K*
bands at the position of the Y* (1385) whose depth
is, for the data of Crennell et al. , ' greater than
one half (0.58) of the weight of the original projec-
tion.

(5} These events appear outside the K* bands
since the total probability is conserved.

The comparison of our predicted interference ef-
fect with the data of Crennell et al. ' is shown in
Figs. 8 and 9.

Away from the intersection with the K* bands, the
model predicts that the Y* events are distributed
according to the Ar~=+ —,', (1+3cos'8) rule. Within
statistics, this prediction is consistent with the
data.
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FIG. 8. The solid histogram is the projection of the
Dalitz plot at 4.5 GeV/c on sA with a cut to ensure for-
ward K+. The solid curve is a hand-drawn fit. The
dashed histogram has K* events removed, and the
dashed curve is the prediction of the final-state-inter-
action model. (Data by private communication with the
authors of Hef. 7.)

The discussion so far has not considered the pos-
sibility of a kinematic reflection of the kind dis-
cussed by Berger. ' Although no significant reflec-
tion is present in this data, it is interesting to con-
sider how our results would be modified if such an
effect were present. First, any broad kinematic
effect present in the region between the K* bands
should be included in the background as discussed
above. It would be quite easy to separate this
broad enhancement from the narrow Y* signal.
Second, a kinematic enhancement inside the K*
bands due to nonisotropic distribution of the decay
pions in the K* rest frame would, after the final-
state interaction, cause proportionally more events
to be in the Y* Breit-Wigner term outside the K*
bands.

Other exotic exchange cont ibutions. Within sta-
tistics, our final-state-interaction prescription
accounts for all the Y* signal associated with for-
ward K', but the statistics are so limited that we
really have not tested the accuracy of our approxi-
mation that this is the only contribution to exotic
exchange in the t,~ channel. If, with better data,
any Y* signal in the total mA mass distribution is
found at small t„&, it must be attributed to another
mechanism for exotic exchange. In fact, such oth-
er contributions, although not quantitatively cal-
culable, are present and (judging from calculations
of such contributions to the exotic exchange reac-

tion m p-K'Z ) can be expected to be of the same
order of the final-state-interaction contribution
which we have calculated here. Our model consid-
ers only a particular component of a multiple-scat-
tering Regge cut. In the J plane associated with

t„~, the amplitude for m P-K'Y described by
(3.1) contains a finite Regge cut for every Regge-
pole contribution to reaction (1.3) with length de-
pending on the interval of "smearing" due to the
integration over y'. The approximation of neglect-
ing the smearing leading to (3.6) and (3.7) can be
thought of as an effective pole approximation to the
finite cut. In the general absorption prescription, ' '
other intermediate states and "off-mass-shell" pion
exchange both contribute other segments to an in-
finite Regge cut. These other contributions are, in
general, out of phase with the n P-K*A ampli-
tude and contribute to a total Y* enhancement.

UnPhysical pion exchange. If we believe in the
general validity of the absorption approach and are
interested in the problems associated with taking
the exchanged pion in Fig. 4(b} off the mass shell,
then we can consider continuing (3.6) and (3.7) to a
region where no overlap between the K*(890) and
the Y*(1385)occurs. Since we are then dealing
with off-mass-shell pions, unitarity. no longer
holds, i.e., the condition (3.10) no longer holds
and a total enhancement could occur at the position
of the Y*. In the continuation of (3.6} to this re-
gion, we could think of events moving in from out-
side the physical Dalitz plot by "rescattering" an .

unphysical pion onto its mass shell and producing
a total Y* enhancement. Looking at the various
ways of making this continuation in terms of Fig.
4(b), we can connect with the various models for
multiple exchange in which the final exchange is a
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pion. Reggeizing the pion and inserting a form for
the Regge residue function will give one sort of
continuation, a form-factor approach requiring
certain smoothness properties will give another.
A related aspect is the continuation of the m A 8
matrix in (3.1) to the Z pole in order to calculate
a contribution to n P -K'Z . Any assumption con-
cerning the methods of these continuations pro-
duces an ambiguity not present in (3.6) when the
resonance bands overlap, This is why absorption-
model-type calculations of other contributions to
exotic exchange amplitudes are less reliable than
those which we have calculated.

IV. DUALITY AND THE FINAL-STATE-

INTERACTION PRESCRIPTION

K+
OUT

i(
IN

K+
OUT

7r
IN

K+

OUT 7r
OU

IN OUT

e) OUT IN

FIG. 10. Diagrams illustrating the singularity struc-
ture of a dual model without exotic resonances for
7I p E+~ A. Poles appear in channels defined by bvo
adjacent particles.

The calculation presented in Sec. III connects
quite naturally with the three-component view of
duality espoused by Veneziano. " In this interpre-
tation of dual models, exotic exchange in the ab-
sence of narrow exotic resonances is a conse-
quence of corrections made to a narrow-resonance
amplitude in order to make it consistent with uni-
tarity. Our approach to m P-K' Y* would there-

fore be equivalent to this type of correction if we
inserted a dual, narrow-resonance model for the
amplitude M ' into Eq. (3.1).

To see this connection, consider the singularity
structure of a dual model for w P-K'm A. This
is in the complex of reactions related by crossing
discussed by Hoyer, Petersson, and Tornqvist. "
The singularity structure is defined by the dia-
grams shown in Fig. 10. Each diagram in this fig-
ure represents an ordering of the external parti-
cles such that the channels defined by two adjacent
particles are nonexotic and have poles. In a nar-
row-resonance model, when we eliminate ampli-
tudes with poles in exotic channels we eliminate
any form of exotic exchange whatsoever. The naive
form of "unitarization" usually used for B, phenom-
enology, which consists of giving the trajectory
functions in the argument of the B, arbitrary imag-
inary parts, does not remedy this situation. It
merely inserts thresholdlike singularities in chan-
nels which already have resonances without adding
any singularities to exotic channels. Exchanges
in exotic channels have to be present after any rea-
sonable unitarization procedure, and the final-
state-interaction prescription discussed in Sec.
III, when applied to a dual model for M ', is part
of a larger scheme of absorptive corrections
treated in Ref. 12.

One of the reasons for connecting the final-state-
interaction approach to duality in this way is that
the assumption made about the relative phase of
the K* production amplitudes in Sec. III can be ob-
tained by considering a form for the "bare" ampli-
tude I ' based on a dual model.

For small t„~ in the strict absence of any exotic
resonances, a narrow-resonance model for w P
-K'm A must satisfy a superconvergence sum
rule in s~. If this sum rule is obeyed semilocally,
in the manner commonly described as Dolen-Horn-
Schmid duality, "the relative sign of the K*(890)
and the K*(1420) Breit-Wigner terms in (3.6) must
be negative in each helicity amplitude so that their
contributions to the sum rule approximately cancel.
This relative phase is a quite general feature of
any narrow resonance amplitude with no exotics in
the m K channel and does not depend crucially on
a particular formulation of the amplitude in terms
of B, functions. "

A sPecific dual model for the "bare" amPlitude.
One thing a specific dual model can give is the en-
ergy dependence of the forward peak in m P
-K'Y* . In the method described in Sec. III, we
would have to have, at each energy, the complete
Dalitz plot for w p-K w A (with the K' restricted
to be forward) in order to calculate the final-state-
interaction contribution using (3.6) and (3.7). If we
have a phenomenological B, model for M ', we can
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easily obtain the necessary information. Within
the framework of the Harari-Rosner" (HR) quark-
diagram rules, a B, amplitude for (1.2) should be
constructed:

M„'R o-[o.',B,(c) + P,(B,(d) + B,(e) ) + y, B,(f)] .

(4.1)

An alternate choice, allowing diagrams with non-
planar quark lines, is favored by Hoyer, Peters-
son, and Tdrnqvist" (HPT):

M „'PT o-I o.,B,(a) + P,B,(b) +y,B,(c)] . (4 2)

M ' -K E,( ~ ~ ~ )s~~* 'TA' (o, yy, e ""z*~'Td-)
5

xB,(1 —o. „(s ), 1 —a,(t„„)), (4.3)

where n~+ and nz are the K* and p Regge trajec-
tories, and o., and y, are as in (4.2). For s,~
~~' and s = 9 GeV, the kinematic factor K and the
hypergeometric function, F,( ~ ~ ~ ) are slowly vary-
ing as we change s«, ranging from 1.00 at my to

In the kinematic region we are considering (large
s, small t~A, and small t,~) only diagrams (c) and

(a) of Fig. 10 remain significant, and the two alter-
natives become distinguishable only by the signa-
ture of the exchange in the PA channel. This makes
no difference for our applications, and we do not
attempt to decide between the two alternatives
here. " The singularity structure of the amplitude
in this limit is indicated in Fig. 11. It can be seen
that the amplitude has the K* pole in sE which, in
Sec. III, we assumed was the dominant feature of
the nonexotic amplitude.

We can now also explicitly see the prediction of
the B, model for the relative phases of the K*
Breit-Wigner terms in (3.6) on the basis of the
dominance of diagrams (b) and (c) of Fig. 10. In

the limit shown in Eq. (4.2), a specific expansion
of the B, amplitude in terms of K* poles corre-
sponding to (3.4) is

1.06 at m, '. The relative sign of the K* and K**
pole residues can then be found Qy expanding the
B, function in (4.3):

B,(1 —n„„(s, ), 1 — p(t„))

t„=-s,~+2m, + E' —t,z+t (4.5)

This relative minus sign between the two Breit-
Wigner terms is a well-established general feature
of duality and has to do with the fact that in back-
ward m K'- g K*' the resonance contributions to
a finite-energy sum rule (FESR) must cancel on

the average. We therefore feel justified in taking
this sign as known in our calculations in Sec. III.

Using a complete B, model for M ' based on

(4.1) and (4.3) and the B, Monte Carlo program of

Berger, "the energy dependence of the final-state-
interaction prescription was calculated by one of
us (DS). The results were found to be almost in-
dependent of whether the Harari-Rosner or the
Hoyer-Petersson- Tornqvist formulation was used
and are shown in Fig. 12,
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The sign of o.~(t ) can ea,sily seem to be negative
for t~ and t~A fixed and small t„„
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FIG. 11. Kinematics of K * production amplitudes.

FIG. 12. Energy dependence for forward peak in
~ p K+ Y* predicted assuming a phenomenological

B5 model for the "bare" amplitude for x p K+7t A and

incorporating a final-state 7t A interaction.
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Lovelace has described an elegant, unified treat-
ment of Regge cuts in the context of the dual field-
theory model. " Lovelace's approach, if success-
ful, could raise the level of our understanding of
exotic exchange far beyond that of the calculation
presented here.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The idea of a final-state interaction has been
around in particle physics for a long time. It will
continue to be useful whenever it is feasible in
some way to separate a source of particles from
their subsequent scattering. If it is indeed possi-
ble to neglect exotic exchange in the "bare" ampli-
tude for n P-K'm A, we probably have a situa-
tion in which making this separation is as close to
the textbook ideal as can be possible in dealing
with systems of strongly interacting particles.

The general feature of our calculation, interfer-
ence of resonance bands resulting in no total en-
hancement in the projection of the Dalitz plot, ap-
pears to have some likelihood of being correct ex-
perimentally. It should be tested thoroughly be-
cause the calculation of the magnitude of the inter-
ference is quite definite and involves no parame-
ters so that, if experimental refinements prove its

predictions invalid, then the applicability of the
final-state-interaction approach to strongly inter-
acting systems becomes extremely questionable.
Similar reactions, such as n'n, - m m'P, with over-
lapping resonance bands where physical pions can
be "exchanged" ought to be examined as well. In
some respects, even more information about inter-
ference effects can be obtained when resonance
bands are broad.

If experimental evidence substantiates the validity
of the final-state-interaction approach to exotic ex-
change, studying situations in which resonance
bands cease to overlap so that physical particle ex-
change continues into off-mass-shell exchange be-
comes an exciting possibility.
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